ENERGY POLICY

Air Liquide South Africa is committed towards Energy Efficiency and the efficient use of Energy. Our aim is to continuously improve our Specific Energy per plant (CSB) against the benchmark plants across the world. The policy is there to align all our plant and equipment towards internal Energy savings programs our customer’s goals and also the country’s energy strategy.

We are committed to:

➢ Measure & trend Energy profiles at all Energy intensive plants, comparing historical performance of the plants to nameplate and to similar plants.

➢ Conduct yearly Energy audits at energy intensive plants and invest in energy savings technologies that make financial sense.

➢ Continuously uplift training and support to facility managers on good energy behaviour to allow top downwards cascading of knowledge.

➢ Support local energy initiatives and conservation schemes by Eskom and local Municipalities.

➢ Automate energy efficiency as far as reasonably practical.

➢ Build energy efficiency into new plants and equipment from design.

➢ Invest in green / renewable energy sources that make financial sense.

➢ Continually communicate good energy behaviour and technology to all staff.

➢ Continually verify that the best tariffs are applied at energy intensive plants.

➢ Setting and tracking of Energy targets for all plants and Facility Managers as part of personal objectives.

This commitment is driven from the top down, as we are aware and committed to reduce our Energy footprint and by doing so we reduce our Carbon footprint. We understand that it is our social and moral obligation to do so, not only for our own benefit but also to the benefit of our future generations.
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